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Abstract. Pebble games are played on a directed acyclic graph (dag). Placing a pebble on a vertex 
may be thought of as entering the value of the subexpression represented by the vertex into 
accessible storage. 5n some applications, there are types associated with vertices e.g. some vertices 
may represent functions, others may represent function values. We are: interested in determining if 
vertices of the same type can share storage. The nrnhr a- -nmc;dered is as follows. “We are given a - -r.“..l C”..“. 
labelled dag to be pebbled. A pebble may be placed on a vertex if all sons of the vertex have 
pebbles-in fact it is legal to move a pebble from a son to a father. Peblbles may be picked up at any 
time. The objective is to pebble each vertex exactly once. We will be interested in ‘one pebblings of 
1 vertices’ in which there is at most one pebble on vertices with label 1, at all times; and ‘stack 
pebblings of I vertices’ in which the pebbled vertices with label 1 are along a path, at all times. 
Results about the existence of such pebblings are presented. The results have applications to testing 
serializability of database updates, and potential applications to sem,antics directed compiler 
generation. 
1. Introduction 
A version of the pebble game in this paper was first studied by the author in 
connection with register allocation [14]. At the time the results seemed of limited 
interest, and aside from an NP-completeness theorem [16, Section 61 were not 
reported. This paper is motivated by some applications that hiave recently turned up. 
Some perspective on the game in this paper is provided by considering sequences 
of assignments and directed acyclic graphs (dags) in Section 1.1. After brief mention 
of two applications in Section 1.2, the game is defined in Section 1.3. Section 1 A 
contains a summary of the paper. 
1.1. From dags to assignments 
The usual direction is to start with a sequence of assignments and construct a dag 
representing intermediate values of identifiers and their dependencies. Gi,ven a 
sequence of assignments A, it is easy to construct a dag dag(A) in linear time [l, 91. 
There is a unique nonleaf vertex in the dag for each assignment, and we la.bel the 
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ver!csx with the iidentifier on the left hand side of the assignment. Properties of dag 
representations ;lpve been st.udied for example in [l]. 
Here we are interested in the opposite problem of starting with a dag D and 
constructing a sequence A of assignments from it. More precisely, given D, does 
there exist A such that D == &g(A)? As Fig. 1 shows, for some dags there may be no 
such sequence 11. 
a+ 
1 
Ml 
a a0 bo b 
Fig. 1. The above dag represents initial values a0 and bit, and final values ao+ b. and a0 x bo, for the 
identifiers i; and b respectively. There is no sequence of assignments for which this is the dag. Both the 
sequences a. ‘= a + b; b := a * b; and b := a *b; a := a + b; overwrite an initial value before it can be used. A 
sequence involving copying Ske t := a; a := a+ b; b := t * a; does not correspond exactly to the above dag. 
While copying may not be important with integer values, it becomes expensive if a and b represent 
functions or large tables. 
1.2. Applications 
A result in this paper has been applied to solve an open problem from [lO] 
concerning the correctness of database updates [19]. There is also a potentid 
application to semantics directed compiler generation. 
When several users concurrently read and write items from a common database, 
the question of consistency of the database arises. A history is formed by interleaving 
the read and write operations of a set of users. Following [4], it is generally agreed 
that a ‘Correct’ history is one that is serializable: the reads and writes can be 
reordered until the reads and writes of each user appear together, without affecting 
the values read by users. The act of writing an item is an assignment to the item. 
Reads can be encoded as assignments to dummy items. A history h therefore 
becomes asequence of assignments and can be represented as a dag D. Inform%ation 
about the assignments belonging to each user is recorded by adding some vertices to 
D and constructing D’. In [ 17, 191 serializability of the history h is reduced to 
determining if there is a sequence A’ such that dag(A’) is D’. The formalization in 
[lo] is a little different, but some of the issues addressed inthis paper have to be faced 
in [lo] as well. 
The various states in the denotational semantics of a programming language are 
snapshots of an underlying memory. We are interested in the problem of starting 
with the semantics containing explicit mention of states, and generating code that 
users a single underlying m.emory. See for example the treatment in [20]. Environ- 
ments which map identifiers to locations are used in a stack like fashion when the 
langrage is block structured. The notions of a single underlying storage unit, 
and stack like use of a function will be formalized in terms of a pebble game in 
Section 1.3. 
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1.3. A pebble game 
Consider a directed acyclic graph (dag) D = ( V, E), where V is a set of vertices and 
E is a set of edges.’ Each vertex has an associated label. 
A pebbling TT of a dag D is a sequence of moves in a game played according to the 
following rules. We are given a large enough collection of pebbles to be placed on 
vertices of the dag, subject to: 
(1) a pebble can be placed on a leaf at any time; 
(2) a pebble can be placed on a vertex if all sons of the vertex have pebbles on them 
(when all sons of a vertex have pebbles, it is legal to move a pebble from a son to the 
vertex); 
(31 a pebble can be picked up at any time; and, 
(4j a pebble can be placed exactly once on any vertex. 
The object of the game is to pebble all the vertices, starting and ending with no 
pebbles on the dag. 
We are interested in the existence of two kinds of pebblings. In one pebbfings of! 
vertices, at all times there is at most one pebb AC zn vertices with label 1. In stack 
pebbZings of 1 vertices, at all times the pebbled vertices with label I are along a single 
path. 
The definitions of one and stack pebblings can be generalized to sets of labels in the 
obvious fashion: if L and M are disjoint sets of labels, an (L, AZ) pebbling is any 
pebbling that is simultaneously a one pebbling of I vertices for all I in L, and a stack 
pebbling of I vertices for all 2 in M. 
Quite obviously, two pebblings, three pebblings, and so on, can be defined. 
The connection between one pebblings and the ‘dags to assignments’ problem of 
Section 1.1 is as follows. Each vertex in a dag corresponds to an assignment. For 
example, in Fig. 1, the vertex with operator + corresponds to the assignment a.:=a + 
b; where the identifier on the left-hand side of the assignment is the label of 
the vertex with operator +, and the identifiers on the right-hand side are the labels 
of the sons of the vertex. So it suffices to determine a sequence of vertices from 
which the assignments can be obtained. The sequence of vertices is obtained by 
looking at the order in which vertices are pebbled by a one pebbling. 
1.4. Results 
Section 2 begins with a discussion of the pebble game. The approach starts with the 
binary relation E on vertices which specifies the eti.ges of the dag. Since sons must be 
pebbled before fathers, any pebbling must obey the relation E i.e. if there is an edge 
to x from y, then x must be pebbled before y. We will augment E to a relation R 
The direction of edges is nonstandard. An edge (x, y ), also indicated by xEy, will be said to be I’o x from 
y ; x is a son of y, and y is a father of x. If there is a path to x from y, we call x a descendant of y, ;\nd y an 
ancestor of x. Vertices x and y are said to be independent if neither is a descendant of the othu. Since 
veatices will be listed from left to right in the order they are pebbled, with these definitions, a son x appears 
beifore a father y both in the pebbling order and in xEy. 
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which must be obeyed by atny pebbling of the kind we are looking for. The rules that 
govern the construction of R from E are also given in Section 2. 
If the relation R has a cycle, then no pebbling of the desired kind can exist. The 
existence of pebblings is studied in Section 3, and a useful sufficient condition that 
guarantees the existence of pebblings is derived. If there is only one label of interest, 
then Section 4 contains a necessary and sufficient condition for determining the 
existence of pebblings. If the number of labels is arbitrary, the problem is known to 
be NP-complete [161. 
There are two significant ways in which the pebble game in this paper differs from 
the many variants that have been considered since pebbling was introduced in [ 111: 
(1) instead of looking at the total number of pebbles used, we use labels to restrict 
the way pebbles are placed on a graph; 
(2) repebbling, which amounts to recomputation of results, is not allowed. 
A major concern in previous work has been the number of pebbles needed to 
pebble all vertices in a graph. After a connection is established between dags and 
time bounded computations, the number of pebbles needed to pebble a dag gives the 
space requirements of the computation [2, 6, 821. The complexity of deciding if a 
graph can be pebbled with a certain number of vertices has also been looked at: the 
problem is NP-comlplete if repebbling is not allowed [ 161, and Pspace-complete if 
repebbling is permitted ~3;. 111 much of the literat\_re, vertices can be repebbled at 
will: the time versus space results in [6] depend on repebbling, and papers like [S] 
study the tradeoff between the total number of pebbles and the number of pebbling 
steps. Further details may be obtained from the survev [ 131. 
2, Discussion of the pebble game 
2.1. Preliminaries 
Since e:ach vertex is pebbled exactly once, the order in which pebbles are placed by 
a pebbling 7~ defines a total order on the vertices. We will say that a pebbling 7r is 
cons3stent with a binary relation R if the total order defined by 71 is an extension of 
R.2 We will sometimes refer to total orders by listing the vertices in the order they are 
pebbled. For example, for the dag in Fig. 2, the total order uvwxy is defined by any 
pebbling that places pebbles on the vertices u, v, w, x, and y, in that order. The total 
order does not say when pebbles are picked up or moved. 
2- 2. Examples 
The total order uvwxy is defined by the following pebbling r of the dag in Fig. 2: 
pebble u, v, and w ; pick up the pebble on w ; move the pebble from v to x ; move the 
* A partial order R is an extension of G if Q is a subset of R. If R is a total order, then we will say that R 
is a topological sort under Q. A partial order P is consistent with Q if one of them is an extension of the 
other. 
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Fig. 2. There is a one pebbling of s vertices that places pebbles in the order uvwxy and a one pebbling 
of Y vertices that places pebbles in the order uoxyw. But there is no simultaneous one pebbling of 
r and s vertices. 
pebble from u to y , and, pick up all the pebbles. Since, at all times there is at most one 
pebble on the set {v, x} of vertices with label s, w is a one pebbling of s vertices. But w 
is not a one pebbling of r vertices since there are two pebbles on vertices with label r 
when w is pebbled. However, 7~ is simult:, -neously a one pebbling of s vertices and a 
stack pebbling of r vertices. 
There are several reasons why the dag in Fig. 3 cannot have a one ,pebbling of e 
vertices. Since-w is a father of both u and v, there must be pebbles on both u and v 
before w can be pebbled. Another reason is that the pebble on u cannot be moved 
until both v and y have been pebbled: and since both v and y have label e, u and 
whichever of v and y is pebbled first will both have pebbles at some step. 
e 
Y ‘ 
Fig. 3. In any stack pebbling of e vertices, U, U, and x (or u and y) may simultaneously havre pebbles, but o 
and y may not simultaneously have pebbles. There are stack pebblings of e vertices that place pebbles in 
the order uvwxyz and uuxwyz. 
2.4. Exclusion rules 
In constructing pebblings, the ordering we must avoid is illustrated in Fig. 4. Figure 
4 is central to the discussion of pebblings since it gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition made precise by Theorem 2.1. Since sons must be pebbled before fathers,” 
we ask that the total order in Theorem 2.1 be an extension of the edge relation E. 
3 As a convention, the terms ‘son’, ‘father’, ‘descendant’, and ‘ancestor’, will always be in reference to 
the edge relation E. For all other relations R, we will write xRy for (x, y) E R. 
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Fig. 4. Vertices x, y, and z are shown in the order they are pebbled. Since vertices cannot ‘oe repebbled, 
the pebble on a vertex must remain there until all fathers of the vertex are pebbled. Since z is a father 
of x (represented by the edge from z to X) the pebble on x must remain there until z is pebbled, so x 
and y will both have pebbles on them whm y is pebbled. 
Theorem 2.1. Consider (L, M) pebblings of a labelled dag D = ( V, E). Let R be a total 
ordpr that is an extension of E. There exists no (L, M) pebbling consistent with R if and 
only if there exist vertices x, y and z, where: xR y and yRz ; x and y have the same label 
I; x is a son of z; and, if label 1 is in M, then x and y are independent. 
Proof, From Fig. 4 it is clear that if the vertices exist as claimed, then no (L, 44) 
pebbling consistent with R can exist. So consider the converse where there is no 
(L, M) pebbling consistent with R and we have to show that the vertices exist. 
Since the total order R is an extension of the edge relation E, we can find a 
pebbling v that is consistent with the total order R. All r has to do is place pebbles in 
the order suggested by R. picking up and moving pebbles as follows. Suppose that a 
node v being pebbled has a son u, and that both u and v have label 1. Then, in order to 
pebble v we ask that the pebble from u be moved to v, if possible. For the remaining 
vertices, the pebble on a vertex is to be picked up as soon as all fathers of the vertex 
have been labelled. 
Since w is not an (L, M) pebbling there must exist a label 1 such that either 1 E L 
and n is not a one pebbling of 1 vertices, or 1 E M and rr is not a stack pebbling of 1 
vertices. 
Case 1 E L. Since v is not a one pebbling of 1 vertices, there exist vertices u and v 
with iabel 1 such that both u and v have pebbles on them when v is pebbled. Since the 
pebble on u has not been picked up, either there exists a father w of M that is not 
pebbled before v, or v is not only a father of u, but it is also the last father of u to be 
pebbled. 
The easy case occurs when w exists, for then u, U, and w satisfy the requirements 
placed on x, y, and z, respectively. So consider the case when v is the last father of u 
to be pebbled. Since w and v have the same label, we ask why the pebble from u was 
not moved to v as v was being pebbled. Since v is the last father of u to be pebbled, 
the only possibility is that there must be some other son w of v, also with label 1, and 
the pebble from w was moved to v. If w is pebbled before u then w, u, and v satisfy 
the requirements placed on x, y, and z, respectively. Otherwise, u, w, and v do. 
Case 1 E M. This case is very similar to the last cne. The only difference is that w is 
not a stack pebbling of 1 vertices, so there exist independent vertices u and v with 
el 1 that will have pebbles on them when v is pejsbled. Here v cannot be a father of 
u since the vertices are independent. So the only reason why the pebble on u is not 
moved before v is pebbled is that there exists a father w of u that remains to be 
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pebbled. Vertices M, v, 
respectively. 
and w satisfy the requirements placed on X, y, and z, 
The arrangement of vertices in Fig. 4 can be avoided as illustrated in Fig. 5: either 
y must be pebbled before X, or it must be pebbled after z. This observation is 
formalized in the following definitions. 
(a) early exclusion. (b) late exclusion 
Fig. 5. The solid edge indicates that z is a father of x. If it is known that (a) y must appear before z 
(represented by the dotted edge), then the only choice is for y to appear before x, and if it is known that (b) y 
must appear after x, then the only choice is for y to appear after z. 
Definition. Suppose we are interested in (L, M) pebblings of a labelled dag 
D = (V, E). Let R be a binary relation on the vertices of the dag, and let x, y, and z be 
distinct vertices, with z a father of X. If 1 E L, then y WKJ y can be any vertices with 
label 2, but if I E A4, then x and y must be independent vertices with label I. 
+, If yRz is true, then we say that R transforms to R u {(y, x )} under the 
early exclusion rule, written R + R v {(y, x)}. 
+ If xRy is true, then we say that R transforms to R u {(t, y)} under the 
late exclusion rule, written R =+ R u ((2, y )}. 
Example. Let E be the edge relation for the dag in Fig. 2. Suppose we are interested 
in simultaneous one pebblings of r and s vertices. We will add pairs of vertices to E 
using the exclusion rules and show that the resultant relation has a cycle. 
pair 
(w, -4 
(W Y) 
(w, 14) 
(u, u) 
reason 
late exclusion v, x, w 
transitivity 
early exclusion it, w, y 
transitivity 
If we ask only for one pebblings of s vertices, then the exclusion rules will be 
applied ignoring the label r, and the effect of the rules will be to add Z..R edge from x to 
w in Fig. 2, and take the transitive closure of the resulting relation. 
Exr\mple. Suppose we are interested in a stack pebbling of e vertices for the dag in 
Fig. 3. Let E be the edge relation. This aerhe, the early and late exclusion rules will be 
applied to independent nodes with label e. Moreover, the final relation will have no 
cycles and will correspond to a stack peb\:ring. 
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pair reason 
h 2) transitivity 
(u, Y) early exclusion y, v, 2 
0% Y) late excl;asion u, y, w 
(x9 YI late exclusion 21, y, x 
The only linear orderings of vertices consistent with the final relation are uvwxyz 
and uvxwyz. IBoth these orderings give stack pehblings of e vertices. 
2.4. Travtsfonitations on relations 
We will generally start with the edge relation E on vertices, and will apply the early 
and late exchrsion rules and transitivity as long as possible. If the resultant relation 
has a cycle, then no pebbling of the desired kind can exist. Unfortunately, if the 
resultant relation has no cycles, then it is not necessary that a desired pebbling exists. 
In order to pursue this line of thought we need some definitions. 
Deftnitions. The early aind late exclusion rules define transformations =s= and +I 
on relations. A transitive transformation ==s~ will also be useful. We will write 
R:“, R u((x, z)} if there exist x, y, and z such that xRy and yRz. 
Since all three transformations will be applied, we write =+ to denote =Se LI +I u 
=+, i.e. Q + R if and only if Q =Se R, Q 31 R, or Q *, R. We say Q is exclusion closed 
if and only if for all R # Q, Q +R is false. We write Q&R when Q +* R and R is 
exclusion closed.4 
It is an easy exercise to show that the transformation + has the Church-Rosser 
property [7,15], so starting with any Q, there is a unique exclusion closed relation 
that Q transforms to. We write Q* for this exclusion closed relation and call it the 
exclusion &sure of Q.5 
3. Existerrce of pebblings 
The exclusion rules in Section 2 can be used to quickly determine the existence of 
pebblings in some interesting special cases. We have to be content with special cases 
4Q~oRifandonlyifRisQ.Fori>O,Q~‘RifandonlyifQ~Q’andQ’~i-‘R.WewriteQ~*R 
if Qs’R fey some i 20. 
’ If we look at the relation 3, where Q -* R if and only if QJ R and Q # R, then there is only a finite 
number of times that + can be applied in succession before an exclusion closed relation is reached\. The 
finiteness follows from the fact that 3 relation can have at most all pairs of vertices. There is also an 
Q(n X e) algorithm to compute the exclusion closure of a relation. The basic idea behind the algorithm is 3s 
follows: when a pair (u, x) is added to a relation, we also check if any new pairs follow from (u, x). For 
example, by transivity, (u, X) together with (u, u) yields (u, nj, and (0, x) with (x, z) yields (u, z). From the 
early exclusion rule, for all sons w of x that have the same label as V, (0, w) follows. The late exclusion rule 
applies only if v and x have the same label: in this case, for each father w of u, (IV, x) follows. 
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since the ‘one pebbling problem is NP-comple:te.6 The resu?is in this section1 can be 
summarized as follows. 
Starting with the edge relation E, if the rules suggest that vertex x be pebbled 
before vertex y, then x must be pebbied before y. 
The difficulty is that the exclusion closure of E may not be a to:& order on vertices, 
;iio the order in which some vertices are to be pebbled is left unspecified. But, if the 
exclusion closure forces the order in which pairs of vertices with the same label must 
be pebbled, then a pebbling can easily be determined. All we have to do is to 
topologically sort the vertices according to the exclusion closure. This result applies 
to the important special case in which all vertices with the same label are along a path. 
States in the denotational semantics cf a pro,gramming language have Cis property. 
3.1. Ordering lemmas 
Instead of starting with the edge r-elation E, we may wish to see what happens if
the order of some pair of vertices is forced. (For example Fig. 6 explores the effect of 
forcing the order of vertices u and v.) So, in Theorem 3.1 we start with a relation P 
jthat is an extension of E, and look only at pebblings that are consistent with I=? Note 
S 
U 
Fig. 6. The edge relation E is exclusion closed and is acyclic, but there is no simultaneous one pebbling of r 
and s vertir es. Since the dag is symmetric in r and s, consider vertices u and D with label r. One of them 
must be pebbled first, so suppose that u is pebbled before D. From the late exclusion rule it follows that 3 
must be pebbled after the two vertices in the bottom corners (indicated by the dotted lines). Fn!!owing the 
edges from z in the top right-hand corner to v, to the bottom left-hand corner along the dotted edge, up to 
x, we note t’hat x must be pebbled before z. Since x and y have the same label, and y is a son of t, from the 
early exclusion rule, x must be pebbled before y. By symmetry, y must be pebbled before x and we have 
discovered a cycle between x and y. So we conclude that u cannot be pebbled before v. But, again by 
symme’try, tr cannot be pebbled before u either, so there is no one pebbling of r and s vertices. 
6 More precisely, determining if there is a simultaneous one pebbling of a set of labels, where the 
number of labels can grow with input size, is NP-complete [16]. It is an open question whether the problem 
is NP-complete for a bounded number of labels. In fact, for m, II _-- - I, we might ask if the problem of 
determining simultaneous m pebblings for a set of labels with n elements is NP-complete. 
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that if P is E we have not restricted the class of pebblings at all since every pebbling 
must be consistent with E. 
eorem 3.1 (Ordering Lemma). Consider (L, P4 cebblings of a labelled dag 
D = ( V, E). Let P be any extension of the edge relation E. If P+* R and xRy, then any 
(L, M) pebblt ‘ng consistent with P must pebble x before y. 
Plrooft It can be shown by induction on i that if P$R and uRv, then any (L, M) 
pebbling consistent with P pebbles u before v. There is a case for each of the two 
exclusion rules and transitivity. The details are left to the reader. 
Based on the ordering lemma, if the exclusion closure of the edge relation has a 
cycle, then the desired pebbling cannot exist. The next corollary is a slightly strongc;r 
form of this statement. 
Corollary 3.1, Consider (L, M) pebblings of a labelled dag D = (V, E), and let P be 
any extension of the edge relation E. L.et P -3% R. If R has a cycle, then there is no 
(L, M) pebbling consistent with P. 
What abou.t he converse of Corollary 3.1? The dag in Fig. 6 is such that the 
exclusion closure of E is not only acyclic, it is E itself. Given any pair of vertices, take 
u and v for example, one of them muat be pebbled first in any pebbling. But the 
exclusion closures of both E u {(u, v)} and E u {(v, u)} have cycles. In such a case, 
Corollary 3.2 shows that a desired pebbling cannot exist. 
Corollary 3.2. Let D = ( V, E) be a labelled dag., and let P be any extension of the edge 
relation E. For any vertices x and y, let Q = P L 1 ((x, y)) and R = P v ((y, x)). If bar-h 
Q* and RI hav:: cycles, then there is no (L, M) pebbling consistent with P. 
Proof. Suppose: the result is false, and then: exists an (L, M) pebbling that is 
consistent with P. Without loss of generality, let x be pebbled before y in this 
pebbling. Then :t.his pebbling is consistent with Q = P v {(x, y )}: but that contradicts 
Corollary 3 l 1. 
If necessary, corollaries thRt add k > 1 pairs can be proved. 
3.2. Existence lemmas 
A version of the next theorem is used in [ 191 to show that strict serializability of 
database updates can be dec!i.led in polynomial time if there are no useless actions, 
answering in part an open problem of [lo]. 
‘Theorem 3.2 (Existence Lemma). Consider (L, M) pebblings of a labelled dag 
D = ( V, E). Let R be ttn acyclic extension of E that is exclusion closed. Suppose for all 
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vertices x and y with the same label, either xRy or yRx is true. Then any total order 
consistent with R yields an (L, M) pebbling. 
Proof. Suppose the result is false, i.e. there exists a topological sort Q of R for which 
there is no consistent (L, M) pebbling. Since R is an extension of E, Q is also an 
extension of I!?, so from Theorem 2.1, there must exist vertices u, v, and w, pebbled in 
the order u, v, w, such that u and v have the same label and w is a father of u. Recall 
that Q is a topological sort under R, and for every pair of vertices x and y with the 
same label, either xRy or yRx is true. Since u and v have the same label and u 
appears before v in the topological sort, uRv must then be true. Since R is exclusion 
closed, from the late exclusion rule, wRv must also be true, contradicting the 
assumption that we started with a topological sort. 
Corollary 3.3. Consider a labelled dag D 
let the vertices with label 1 be along a path. 
labels in L if and only if ES is acyclic. 
= ( V, E) and a set L of labels. For null 1 E L, 
Thern is a simultaneous one pebbling for all 
4. Necessary and sufficient condith for one label 
Since there is only one label of interest, we will ignore all other labels, altd speak of 
labelled vertices when we should rea,lly say ‘vertices with the label of inrerest’. All 
other vertices will be said to be unlabelled. 
With labelled and unlabelled vertices, we show that a pebbling exists if and only if 
the exclusion closure of the edge relation is acyclic. The idea is to start with R = E 
and construct RI. If all pairs of labelled vertices are related by RI, i.e. Theorem 3.2 
applies, then a pebbling can be found by topological sorting. Otherwise, we select a 
pair of labelled vertices (x, y) to add to R1, and repeat he process until Theorem 3.2 
applies. 
The interesting part is showing that adding the right pair of vertices (x, y ) will keep 
all the relations acyclic. Consider Q = I<-u ((x, y )}. Figure 7 shows that Q need not 
be exclusion closed, i.e. Q* - R* will in general have more than the pair (x, y ). We will 
Fig. 7. The exclusion rules can add no pairs to the edge relation E, so El is just E. Now consider what 
happens if we ask that IJ bi; pebbled before z. From the early exclusion rule, 0 must then be pebbled before 
X. The late exclusion rule adds that w must be pebbled before X. Therefore, requiring o before z is 
tantamount o requiring that U, U, and w be pebbled before x and z. Since y is unlabelled, note that y is not 
affected, and can be pebbled before U, u, and w. 
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define two sets of vertices pre(x) and post(y) such that Q--R’ will be a subset of 
pre(x) x post(y). This property will be useful in proving the next theorem. 
For any vertex xy the set prep(x) is constructed by starting with X0 consistrng of x 
and all o such that vPx. Construct Xi+-1 from Xi as follows: select some father w of a 
labetled vertex u in Xi, and add w and all v such that vPw to Xi. We stop when no new 
vertex can be added to Xi, and let prep(x) be Xi. 
For any vertex y, the construction of postp(y ) is almost symmetric. Start with Yo 
consisting of y and all z such that yPz. Construct Yi+l from Yi as follows: select some 
labelled son u of a vertex v in Yi, and add u and all w such that uPw to Yi. We stop 
when no new vertex can be added to Yj, and let postp(y) be Yi. 
‘k%eorern 4.1. L,et D = ( V, E) be a dag in which some vertices are labelled 1 and all 
other vertices are unlaLselled. There is a one pebbling (stack pebbling) of 1 vertices if and 
only if E* is acyclic. Note that the rules used to construct E” are slightly different for the 
one and stack pebbling cases, so Em depends on the kind of pebbling desired. 
Proof, The same proof suffices for the one and stack pebbling cases. In the one 
pebbling case we could tighten Claims 1 and 2 and get better characterizations, but 
this is not necessary to prove Theorem 4.1. The proof has been set up to apply to 
either case. 
Let F be any acyclic relation that is an extension of E and is exclusion closed. Let 
the rank of P be the number of pairs of labelled vertices that are unrelated under P. 
We show by induction on the rank of P that a pebbling can be constructed by 
extending P. Since El itself satisfies the constraints on P, we will then have proven the 
result. 
The basis, rank 8, is covered by Theorem 3.2, so consider P with rank greater than 
zero, There must exist labelled vertices x and y such that x is minimal, y is maximal, 
and x and y are unre’iated under P. In other words for all other labelled vertices z, 
rPx, yPz, and xPy are all false. 
Construct Q by adding (x, y ) to P, and consider Q* , . . G will show that Q- is acyclic. ‘V
Let X be prep(x) and let Y be par+(y). We claim that X and Y are disjoint, and that 
Q-- P is a subset of X x Y i.e. all pairs added to P’ makes a vertex in X precede a 
vertex in Y, so no cycles can be added. 
C!aim 1. Every labelled vertex z in X is an ancestor of x. 
Proof. We show by induction on i that the claim applies to X, where xi is as in the 
definition of prep(x). In X0, x must be the only labelled vertex or x would not be 
minima! under P. 
For the inductive step, suppose that father w of a labelled vertex u in Xi is selected 
and w and all v such that CPBV are added to Xi to constuct Xi+1 l We will be 
concerned only with vertices that are in Xi++, but not in &, since the inductive 
hypothesis applies to all vertices in Xi. 
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We show that any added vertex v that is independent of x cannot be labelled. Note 
that v cannot be w, since w is a father of the labelled vertex u, and by the inductive 
hypothesis, u is an ancestor of x. It also follows that v cannot be an ancestor of u. 
Since v was not added earlier, v cannot be a descendant ofany vertex in Xi. So v must 
be independent of u. Since vPw, and w is a father of the labelled vertex u, it follows 
from the early exclusion rule that vPu, which cannot be true for v would then have 
been added when u was. Vertex v cannot be a descendant ofx or it would have been 
in X0. It follows that any Babelled vertex that is added is an ancestor of x. 
Claim 2. There exists a labelled vertex y* in Y such that for all z in Y, y * Pz is true. 
Proof. We show by induction on i that the claim q?plies to Yi, where Yi is as in the 
definition of postp(y). Since the candidate fwl ,** bzdill change as i increases, we will 
write y ’ for the vertex that plays the role of y * in Yi. In YO, y must be the only labelled 
vertex or y would not be maximal under P. 
For the inductive step, suppose that labelled son u of a vertex v in Yi is selected 
and u and all w such that UPW are added to I/; to construct Yi+ I. We wi:l be 
concerned only with vertices that sic: in Yi+l, but not in Yi, since the inductive 
hypothesis applies to all vertices in Yi. 
If v is y i, then all we have to do is to let u be ,J M, so consider the case when v is not 
y i. From the inductive hypothesis, y 'Pv must b(e true. If tlr it; independent of y’, then 
from the early exclusion rule, y 'Pu must be true: but this contradicts the assumption 
that u was not in Yia Since u is not in Yi, u must herefore be a descendant of y ‘. Let u 
be y ? 
Claim 3. X and Y are disjoint sets. 
Proof. If X and Y are not disjoint, then some vertex v in Y is also in X. From Claim 2, 
there exists a labelled vertex y * such that y *Pz for all z in Y. By construction, for all 
vertices u in X, any vertex that precedes uunder P is also in X. Since v from Y is in X, 
y * must also be in X. Since y * is labelled, from Claim 1, xPy * must be true. From 
Claim 2, y *Py is true, so it follows that xPy must be true: contradicting the choic-s of x 
and y. Thus v in Y cannot be in X, thereby proving that X and Y are disjoinf. 
Claim 4 P v X X Y is acyclic. 
Proof. Suppose the claim is false. Then there exists a smallest cycle 
wo, Wl, l - l 9 wk, w. in the graph P u X X Y. Since P is acyclic, at least one of the edges 
in the cycle must be from X x Y. Let this edge be (w o, w 1), without loss of generality. 
Whenever a vertex u is added to Y, all vertices z such that UPZ are also added to Y. If 
(~1~ 2) is in P, then by construction w2 must also be in Y, so we can construct a 
shorter cycle by deleting wl. But the starting cycle was assumed the shortest, SO 
(~1, ~2) cannot be in P. Moreover (wl, w2) cannot be in X x Y either, since Y and Y 
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are disjoint from Claim 3. The only remaining possibility is a self loop ( wo, wo), which 
is also ruled out by Claim 3. 
The claim must therefore be true. 
Claim 5. If R is such that Q a* R, then R - P is a subset of X x Y. 
proof. We prove the result by induction on i such that Q =+‘R. The basis i = 0 follows 
from the observation that R = Q, and Q-P is {(x, y)} which is a subset of X x Y. 
For the inductive step, consider the last step in the derivation 
Q=$’ Q’+R. Suppose: this last step adds the pair (u, u)i. 
Transitive case. If (u, v) is added by the transitive rule, then there exists w such 
that UQ’W and wQ’v. Note that both UPW and wPv cannot be true since P is closed 
under the transitive rule and uPv would then have I:O have been true. Roth (u, w ) and 
( w, v) cannot be in Q’ - P since by the inductive hypothesis w would then have to be 
in both X and Y, which are disjoint. So one of (u, w) and (w, v) must be in Ed and the 
other must be in Q’ - P. If (u, w) is in Q’ - P, then u is in X and w is in Y, and by 
construction vmust also be in Y. If (w, v) is in Q’ -P, then w must be in X and v must 
be in Y, and by construction u is also in X. In each case, u is in X and v is in Y. 
Eurly exdusion case. If the early rule adds the pair (u, v), then there must exist w 
such that u (47’ - P) w and w is a father of v. In this case u E X and LV E Y. Since v is a 
labclled son of w, by construction of Y, v is also in Y. 
Late exclusion case. In this case there must exist a labelled son w of u and 
w(Q’ - Q)v is true. Thus, w is in X (and v is in Y. By construction u is also in X. 
It follows from Claims 4 and 5 that Qv is acyclic. Since Q- has lower rank than P by 
construction, from the inductive hypothesis adesired pebbling exists. 
5. Questions 
There ;are a number of directions for future work. Some obvious questions are 
listed below. 
5. I. Complexity Iresults 
Where exactly does NP-completeness set in? The reduction in [M] uses one 
pebblings anly and requires that the number of labels grow with the input size. Can 
stack pebblings be used tla prove an NP-completeness result for a boundeti number of 
labels? What happens if we consider two or three pebblings? 
5.2. Characterizations 
The results in Section 3 for showing the existence of pebblings test the exclusion 
closure for acyclicity. Is there a structural property of dags :hat guarapti;es that the 
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exclusion closure will be acyclic? Such a property may be easier to test than the 
exclusion closure. Is there a natural characterization of the ~1~s~. of dags whose 
exclusion closure El satisfies the statement of Theorem 3.2: i.e. for all vertices x and 
y with the same label, either xE_y or yE_x is true? Theorem 3.2 guarantees the 
existence of pebblings for such dags. 
5.3. Graphs with cycles 
Expressic-ns with cycles are a convenient abbreviation of infinite expressions, 
which arise for example when the least fixed point operator is introduced [181. What 
is a natural generalization of pebbling to graphs with cycles? The pebbles in this 
paper correspond to the black pebbles of [3]. Black pebbles, which go bottom up, and 
white pebbles, which go top down, are duals on acyclic graphs [3]. But if a graph has 
cycles, then the two kinds of pebblings become different: black pebbling will fail to 
place a pebble on a vertex in a cycle, wlile white pebbling will lead to an infinite 
number of moves (repebbling must clearly be allowed). The infinite number of moves 
may not be a problem if we can inductively prove properties about the pebblings. 
5.4 Variations 
We have scratched the surface by defining one and stack pebblings. Potential 
applications may require adjustments to be made to the rules. For example, 
interpreted operators like conditionals will need to be considered for the program- 
ming language applications. 
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